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Overview
How has technology changed?
we are shaped by what our technology enables us to do, see,

How has it changed us?

experience and more than anything communicate

How has learning changed?
Adapting to change…what’s a digital immigrant to do?

Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980)

DIGITAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
distributed | dynamic |detached

The Digital Learning Environment
Classroom

---

Podcasts

Note taking

---

Online notes, laptop, tablet

Library

---

Digital journals

Anatomy, physiology lab

---

Simulation lab

Bedside teaching

---

Standardized pts, virtual pts

Student union

---

Facebook, Twitter
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HAS TECH CHANGED STUDENTS?

Students and their technology
97% own a computer

communication | attitude | perspective

94% own a cell phone
56% own a MP3 player
76% use instant messaging
92% reported multitasking
40% use television and 34% the Internet to get most of their news

2007 survey Junco and Mastrodicasa

Millennial students
self-described optimists and team-players
largest generation in history…most affluent, the most
educated, and the most diverse (36% non-white)
connected to each other and the world

Millennials Rising The Next Great Generation
Neil Howe, William Strauss
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Has tech changed students?

Curriculum

Curriculum

Podcasts

answers at their fingertips
always connected to information sources
many sources to choose from…
National Library of Medicine

Colleagues

Digital journals, textbooks
Video lectures

Learner

Blogs, Wikis,
RSS Feeds

Faculty

Lay publications

Blogs

Google, Wikipedia, Blogs, Opinion websites

Web 2.0

Web 1.0

What’s not to love?
Nicholas Carr

instant access to information, knowledge, people
easy and cheap communication
collaboration, sharing

Atlantic Monthly July/Aug 2008

How the learning environment affected?

The “cut & paste” generation

knowledge a mile wide and an inch deep

Napster effect

answers rather than understanding

A culture of “sharing”

speed trumps accuracy

Aggregation websites

slipping away…deep learning, critical thinking

A problem for learning and electronic health records

knowing the ”how,” not just the “what”

Janna Quitney Anderson, Elon University and Lee Rainie,
Pew Research Center Internet & American Life Project July 9, 2010
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UpToDate page

Expertise
Action
Ability
Comprehension
Knowledge
Internet

Information
“Guido”
Taxonomy of Learning

TEACHING THE NEXT GENERATION

New roles for teachers
teach digital Knowledge skills

new roles | new tools | new assessment

teach skills that convert information into expert action
use technology to assess comprehension, ability & action and
provide feedback
foster enthusiasm
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As a general rule, the most successful man in life
is the man who has the best information.

DIGITAL KNOWLEDGE SKILLS
find | filter | focus

Benjamin Disraeli

(not the MOST, THE FASTEST, or THE LATEST information)

Comprehension, Ability & Action

Active Learning
Comprehension
Ask questions – before, during and after class

active learning | eLearning | simulation

Audience response systems
Online quizzes - still most popular web technology at Pitt
Set performance expectations
Give feedback

eLearning tools…

Dr. Johnston’s Blog

eLearning research - what works?
eLearning - interactivity, feedback, Repetition
Cook, Levinson, et al – JAMA 2008 Sep:10;300(10)

eLearning - adaptive learning, simulation, feedback
Cook, Acad Med 2010

Animation - Procedural/Motor Knowledge
Ruiz, Cook – Med Educ 2009 Sep:43(9)

Virtual Patients - Clinical Reasoning
Cook, Triola, et al – Med Educ 2009 Apr:43(4)
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Simulation…
…ability and action

Motivation
enthuse | engage | inspire

eLearning on an tablet device
Physical connection with the content
Augmented reality
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eLearning on an tablet device

Time for a change in assessment

Physical connection with the content

Assess understanding

Augmented reality

…“describe” “outline” “relate”

Assess using clinical challenges

…word problems – need to make a comeback

Provide motivation through scoring,
expert feedback
Motivate and inspire by setting
performance goals, variable clinical
outcomes and comparing student
scores

Assess higher cognitive skills – synthesis, application,
action
…clinical scenarios
…simulation: standardized pts, virtual pts, physical sims

Conclusions…
Students are different – shaped by their technology

thankYou

access to information
sharing with peers

Learning is still hard – Teaching is different
teach skills to fine, filter and focus digital knowledge
expertise is a long road from knowledge at your fingertips
assess understanding, ability and action

Lab for Educational Technology
zone.medschool.pitt.edu/sites/let
JB McGee
mcgee@medschool.pitt.edu | +1-412-648-9679

inspire excellence in the next generation
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